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Abstract—For materials based on ferrites and manganites with Са2+ and Ва2+ cations substituted into А sublattice, the functional properties are studied and the prospects as electrode materials for solid-oxide fuel cells
are assessed. The electronic conductivity of materials based on La0.5A0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ is shown to decrease
with the increase in the ionic radius of alkali-earth substituent; however, for La0.5Ва0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ and
La0.5Ва0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ, the appearance of n-conduction is observed during reduction, which may provide
adequate conductivity under anodic conditions. Under the conditions of fuel cell operation, the thermal
expansion coefficients of these materials are (13.0–13.5) × 10–6 K–1. The thermal and chemical expansion
increases with the increase in the radius of alkali-earth cation; the latter value does not exceed 0.2%, which
is acceptable for preparation of electronic layers. The transition of oxygen through membranes based on
materials studied is determined to the large extent by the kinetics of surface exchange which depends on the
rate of delivery of oxygen vacancies to the surface. Doping of ferrites with chromium or titanium decreases
the electronic and ionic conductivity; however, the presence of substituents in В sublattice makes it possible
to stabilize the perovskite phase in a wide range of р(О2), decrease the thermal and chemical expansion, and
prevent to the large extent the ordering of oxygen vacancies, which allows one to consider these materials as
the candidates for electrodes in symmetrical solid-oxide fuel cells.
Keywords: perovskite, electronic conductivity, thermal expansion, chemical expansion, oxygen permeability,
ionic conductivity, SOFC anode
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INTRODUCTION
Recently, keen attention was drawn to symmetrical
solid-oxide fuel cells (SOFC) with anode and cathode
made of one and the same material [1–4]. The use of
these systems makes it possible to minimize the number of components and, as a consequence, simplify
and cheapen the technology of their preparation. Furthermore, the possibility of periodically alternating
the oxidative and reductive media makes it possible to
oxidize carbon- and/or sulfur-containing compounds
formed when one uses natural gas and remove them
1 Published on the basis of the materials of III All-Russia Confer-

ence “Fuel Cells and Power Plants on Their Basis,” Chernogolovka, 2015.

from the anode surface. However, the electrode materials used in SOFC should meet the requirements
placed on both cathodic and anodic materials, i.e.,
exhibit phase and structural stability, adequate electronic-ionic conductivity, catalytic activity, and
thermomechanical and chemical compatibility with
the solid electrolyte under both oxidative and
reductive conditions [2, 5, 6]. As the candidates for
these electrodes, the perovskite and perovskite-like
materials based on (Ln, Sr)(Cr, Mn)O3 – δ [7–12],
(La, A)(Cr, Mn)O3 – δ (where А is the cation of an
alkali-earth element) [13], (La, Sr)(Cr, Fe)O3 – δ
[12, 14, 15], (La, Sr)(Fe,Ti)O3 – δ [16, 17],
La0.8Sr0.2Mn0.8Sc0.2O3 – δ [18], Sr(Fe, Mo)O3 – δ
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[19, 20], La0.6Sr1.4MnO4 – δ [21] were studied. In
order to optimize the electrochemical properties of
electrode materials, the relationship between their
composition and functional properties was studied
recently. In particular, for materials with the
(La, Sr)(Mn, Ti)O3 – δ composition, the effect of the
ratio of cations in the А [22, 23] and В sublattices
[24, 25] on the stability, transport, and electrochemical properties was studied. It was noted that compositions with the manganese content no lower than
40‒60% and the close contents of La and Sr are optimal for anodic materials. Perovskites of the series
(La, Sr)(Fe,Ti)O3 – δ and (La, Sr)(Cr, Fe)О3 – δ and
their derivatives were studied as the materials for
membranes used for oxidizing hydrocarbons and also
as the SOFC anodes [14, 16, 26–30]. It was noted that
the increase in iron content provides the enhanced
electronic and ionic conductivity and favors the catalytic activity, whereas doping with chromium/titanium stabilizes the perovskite structure in a wide range
of р(О2), prevents the ordering processes, and lowers
down the thermal and chemical expansion. Varying
the ratios of cations in А and В sublattices made it possible to modify the electron transport in materials
studied, particularly, shift the p–n transition to the
region of higher р(О2), thus providing the higher electronic conductivity under anodic conditions.
However, the largest part of these data were
obtained on Sr-substituted perovskites, whereas the
data on the effect on the nature of alkali-earth cations
on the properties of materials are scarce [31–34]. On
the other hand it is known that substitution of calcium
for strontium can improve the phase stability of perovskites due to the close cationic radii of La3+ and
Са2+ [35], and also increase the electronic conductivity [13, 36], which is the crucial factor as regards the
efficiency of perovskite anodes [2, 10, 13, 14, 36]. In
particular, the authors of [13] demonstrated that the
activity of cathodes and anodes of the
La0.7A0.3Cr0.5Mn0.5O3 – δ composition increased in the
series Ba < Sr < Ca. The observed tendency well
agreed with the changes in the electronic conductivity
of the corresponding materials under oxidative and
reductive conditions.
On the other hand, besides providing high stability,
the introduction of barium can increase the concentration of oxygen vacancies and the lattice free volume,
which favors the higher ionic conductivity and also
increases the electronic conductivity of the n-type
[37‒40]. Assuming that the phase and structural stability of perovskite materials, their transport and electrochemical properties may be improved by varying
the cationic radius of the alkali-earth substituent, the
present work is aimed at studying the functional properties of perovskite materials La0.5A0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ,
La0.5Ba0.5Ti0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ, and (La0.5Ca0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ
(A = Ca, Ba) and assessing their prospects as the electrodes in symmetrical SOFC.
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EXPERIMENTAL
The studied materials were synthesized by the glycine-nitrate method, i.e., through oxidation of glycine by
nitrates of corresponding metals. As the starting components, we used La(NO3)3 ⋅ 6H2O, Mn(CH3COO)2 ⋅
4H2O, Сr(NO3)3 ⋅ 9H2O, Fe(NO3)3 ⋅ 9H2O, Ва(NO3)2,
and Са(NO3)2 ⋅ 4H2O. The required weights of these
reagents were dissolved in water, after which glycine
was added in one-and-a-half excess as compared with
its stoichiometric amount. Water-nonsoluble TiO2
(anatase) preliminarily annealed in air at 1173 K was
added to the prepared solution, after which water was
evaporated until spontaneous combustion. The resulting foam-like powder was annealed at 1073–1273 K
for 2 h to remove organic components. To provide the
complete reaction of TiO2 with the other oxides, the
reaction mixture was repeatedly annealed at 1473–
1573 K; between annealings, the powder was crushed
in a ball mill with zirconium-oxide balls.
To produce dense ceramic samples, we used uniaxial hydraulic pressing of powders under pressure of
80–100 MPa to form disks with the diameter of 20 mm
and the thickness of 0.6–1.5 nm. Ceramics
La0.5А0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ was sintered at 1773 K for 10 h
and ceramics La0.5Ва0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ was sintered at
1728 K for 5 h. These conditions allowed single-phase
gas-tight ceramics to be obtained. Sintering of perovskites (La0.5Ca0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ was carried out
in the temperature range of 1223–1728 K.
To study the stability of materials under reductive
conditions, the powders were annealed in a wet mixture of 10% H2–90% N2. The partial pressure of oxygen in the reactor was controlled by an oxygen sensor
based on zirconium oxide. To study the chemical
interaction between the tested materials and the zirconium electrolyte, disks were prepared from the
mechanical mixture (50 : 50 mass %) of the tested
oxide and Zr0.85Y0.15O1.925 (8YSZ) by using uniaxial
pressing under 50 MPa and then annealed at 1473–
1573 K in air.
The phase composition of synthetic products and
powders subjected to the above procedures was studied
by the XRD method. The diffraction patterns were
obtained by means of diffractometer Rigaku D/Max-B
in CuKα (λ = 0.154178 nm) radiation in the interval of
angles 2θ = 10°–80°. The unit cell parameters of single-phase compositions or multiphase systems were
calculated using the programs Fullprof or PowderCell.
For details of methods used for studying the transport and thermomechanical properties of materials,
see [8, 10, 22, 27, 41]. Dilatometric measurements
were carried out on ceramic samples shaped as parallelepipeds with the use of a vertical dilatometer Linseis
L75/N1 calibrated on a cylindrical sample of Al2O3.
To assess the thermal expansion, the experiments were
carried out in air at the permanent heating to 1373 K
and cooling at a rate of 3 K/min. Measurements of
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Table 1. Unit cell parameters found for perovskites La0.5A0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ (A = Ca, Ba), La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ, and
(La0.5Са0.5)0.95Fe0.5Сr0.5O3 – δ after their annealing in air and in the flow of 10% H2–N2–H2O (p(O2) = (3–5) × 10–17 atm)
followed by slow cooling to room temperature
Composition

La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

La0.5Ba0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

Synthetic
conditions

Space
group

a, nm

b, nm

c, nm

V, nm3

Relative
density, %

1573 К, air

Pnma

0.5467(2)

0.5478(2)

0.7754(2)

0.2322

91.1

1223 K,
H2–N2–H2O

Pnma

0.5497(2)

0.5527(2)

0.7781(2)

0.2364

–

1573 К, air

Pm3 m

0.3960(2)

–

–

0.0621

84.1

1223 K,
H2–N2–H2O

Pm3 m

0.3964(2)

–

–

0.0623

–

1423 К, air

Pm3 m

0.3962(2)

–

–

0.0622

83.8

1223 K,
H2–N2–H2O

Pm3 m

0.3963(2)

–

–

0.0622

–

Pnma

0.5445(1)

0.7699(1)

0.5452(1)

0.2286

95.0

(La0.5Ca0.5)0.95Fe0.5Cr0.5O3 – δ 1728, air

chemical expansion were carried out by two methods:
by varying the temperature in the interval of 973–223 K
in steps of 50 K at the fixed partial oxygen pressure and
by changing the gas-medium composition under isothermal conditions. The oxygen activity in the gas
phase was preset by the mixture СО–СО2 prepared by
passing СО2 through the electrochemical pump. The
partial pressure of oxygen in the gas mixture escaping
from the dilatometer was determined by an electrochemical sensor.
The total specific conductivity of ceramic samples
was measured by the four-probe method on direct current. The conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient were
measured in air or in the gas mixture with controlled
р(О2). In the latter case, a laboratory setup was used
which was described in [27]. The oxygen permeability
through gas-tight ceramic membranes [8, 10, 41] was
measured on samples 1.00- and 0.60-mm thick. To
assess the ionic conductivity and the kinetic constants
of surface exchange, we used the model described in
[41] which assumed proportionality between the rate
of surface processes and the gradient of the oxygen
chemical potential between the gas phase and the
membrane surface.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The materials of the La0.5А0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ(А =
Са, Ba) and La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ composition synthesized in air represented single-phase perovskites

(Figs. 1a–1c). Table 1 shows the space groups and lattice
parameters. Insignificant deviations of structural parameters for Ba-substituted compositions were in good agreement with the closeness of ionic radii of Mn3+ and Fe3+
[35]. The reduction of La0.5Сa0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ produced
a small amount of the MnO-based admixture, whereas
La0.5Ba0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ and La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
exhibited the high stability under both oxidative and
reductive conditions (inserts in Figs. 1a–1c).
Figures 1d–1f show the diffraction patterns of
powders synthesized by the contact annealing of perovskites together with 8YSZ. No foreign-phase
reflexes were observed for the La0.5Сa0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ–
8YSZ system; however, it should be taken into account
that the orthorhombic perovskite is characterized by a
multitude of intrinsic peaks which can be overlapped
by the peaks of possible reaction products. Despite the
higher redox stability of the Ba-substituted analogue, its
annealing in contact with 8YSZ produced peaks typical
of the BaZrO3 phase, which is well consistent with the
high thermodynamic stability of the latter [42, 43].
On the other hand, no chemical interaction was observed
between
Ba-containing
La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
and YSZ (Fig. 1c). It deserves mention that the sufficiently high chemical compatibility with materials
based on ZrO2 was demonstrated by Ti-containing
La0.4Sr0.6Fe0.4Ti0.6O3 – δ and La0.4Sr0.6Mn0.6Ti0.4O3 – δ
with the close composition after their annealing
together with the electrolyte in air at 1523 and 1673 K,
respectively [24, 30].
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Fig. 1. Diffraction patterns of powders synthesized from ceramics (a) La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ, (b) La0.5Ba0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ,
(c) La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ cooled slowly in air after annealing. Inserts show the diffraction patterns of the corresponding powders after their annealing at 1223 K in the atmosphere of 10% H2–N2–H2O (p(O2) = (3–5) × 10–17 atm). Diffraction patterns
of powders obtained after cosintering of (d) La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ, (e) La0.5Ba0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ, and
(f) La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ together with 8YSZ at 1673 K in air.

Comparing the lattice parameters of the tested
materials before and after their annealing together
with 8YSZ (Table 2) revealed a certain increase in the
unit cell volume of the perovskite phase with the
increase in the annealing temperature. This effect may
point to the presence of interdiffusion of cations
between phases, particularly, to the insertion of large
cations Zr4+ into the perovskite В-sublattice and the
dissolution of transition-metal cations in the fluorite
structure. Similar phenomena were reported at
annealing of certain titanates together with zirconiabased phases [44–46]. This effect was observed to one
or another extent for all Ti-containing perovskites
RUSSIAN JOURNAL OF ELECTROCHEMISTRY
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studied in the present work but was especially pronounced for La0.5Вa0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ, in agreement
with phase transitions after annealing.
The composition of the (La0.5Сa0.5)0.95Сr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ
solid solution after annealing at 1728 K in air was close
to that of single-phase perovskite with the orthorhombic structure and an insignificant content of the
CaFe2O4 phase (Fig. 2b). The reduction produced
braunmillerite Са2Fe2O5 (Fig. 2c), which is typical of
materials based on CaFeO3 and SrFeO3 [47–50]. It
deserves mention that the literature data on the redox
stability of materials based on (La, Sr)(Cr, Fe)O3 are
No. 7
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(c)
(La0.5Ca0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ

Ca2Fe2O5
CaFe2O4

Ba2Fe2O5
Ba3(CrO4)2
Fe2O3
BaFeO2.67

After annealing
in 10% H2–N2–H2O
at 1223 К

w

After annealing
in argon at 1673 К

+

(b)

I, a. u.
LaCrO3
CaCrO4

30

(e)

LaFeO3
BaCrO4

After annealing
in air at 1728 К

20

(f)
(La0.5Вa0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ

After annealing
in air at 1623 К

(a)

(d)
After annealing
in air at 1223 К

40
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After annealing
in air at1223 К

60 20
2θ, deg

30

40
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Fig. 2. Diffraction patterns of powders (La0.5Ca0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ recorded (a) after the annealing in air at 1223 K, (b) after
sintering of ceramics in air at 1728 K, (c) after annealing at 1223 K in 10%H2–N2–H2O (p(O2) = (3–5) × 10–17 atm), which was
followed by their cooling at the rate of 3 K/min. Diffraction patterns of (La0.5Вa0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ powders recorded
(d) after annealing in air at 1223 K, (e) after sintering of ceramics in air at 1623 K, (f) after annealing at 1673 K in argon atmosphere (p(O2) = (8–10)× 10–5 atm, which was followed by cooling at a rate of 3 K/min.

controversial [14, 26–28, 51, 52]; as a rule, the
increase in the content of strontium and iron above 25
and 50%, respectively, leads to the formation of foreign phases under reductive conditions [26, 28, 52].
On the other hand, the content of admixtures in the
tested (La0.5Сa0.5)0.95Сr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ under both oxidative and reductive conditions was insignificant, which
allows using this material as a component of the SOFC
electrode.
The synthesis of (La0.5Вa0.5)0.95Сr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ produced also the BaCrO4 admixture the content of

which could not be decreased by subsequent annealing
(Figs. 2d, 2e). The high-temperature annealing of this
material in the argon atmosphere reduced this admixture to Ba3(CrO4)2 and also led to separation of an
oxygen-deficient phase based on BaFeO2.67 (Fig. 2f).
The observed results point to insufficient solubility of
barium in the perovskite lattice and agree with the high
thermodynamic stability of barium chromate [13, 36].
Due to the complex phase composition and the high
content of admixtures which could affect the electrochemical properties, no further investigations of
(La0.5Вa0.5)0.95Сr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ were carried out.
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Table 2. Unit cell parameters of the perovskite phase found after the synthesis of materials La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ,
La0.5Вa0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ, and La0.5Вa0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ and also after their annealing together with 8YSZ at 1473 K and
1573 K in air
Space group

a, nm

b, nm

c, nm

Pnma

0.5467

0.5478

0.7754

+8YSZ, annealing at 1473 К

Pnma

0.5478

0.5485

0.7737

+8YSZ, annealing at 1573 К

Composition

Preparation conditions

La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ Original powder

La0.5Ba0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

Pnma

0.5481

0.5489

0.7742

Original powder

Pm3 m

0.3960

–

–

+8YSZ, annealing at 1473 К

Pm3 m

0.3967

–

–

+8YSZ, annealing at 1573 К

Pm3 m

0.3982

–

–

Original powder

Pm3 m

0.3962

–

–

+8YSZ, annealing at 1473 К

Pm3 m

0.3964

–

–

+8YSZ, annealing at 1573 К

Pm3 m

0.3966

–

–

Table 3. Activation energy of the specific conductivity in air and also of the oxygen flows through a dense membrane
1.00 mm thick on a single drop of partial oxygen pressure between the surfaces

Specific conductivity

Oxygen flow

Material
Ea, kJ/mol

T, K

Ea, kJ/mol

683–1253

26.5 ± 0.1

1223–1273

191 ± 42

563–683

29.8 ± 3.8

753–1273

31.9 ± 0.1

1173–1273

182 ± 31

613–753

34.8 ± 1.7

1053–1293

29.6 ± 1.0

1173–1273

189 ± 13

653–1053

35.2 ± 0.5

1003–1273

22.0 ± 0.8

1023–1223

204 ± 2

603–1003

27.4 ± 0.8

T, K
La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

La0.5Ba0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

(La0.5Ca0.5)0.95Fe0.5Cr0.5O3 – δ

All materials studied here exhibited the electronic
conductivity which followed from the results of measurements of oxygen permeability which will be shown
below. The conductivity was also of the thermally activated nature. For perovskites La0.5А0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ,
the conductivity decreased in the row Са > Sr > Ba
(Fig. 3); this tendency is typical of certain perovskites
and can be associated with the weaker overlap of electron orbitals with the increase in the lattice volume
[13, 36, 37]. Doping of ferrites La0.5Ba0.5FeO3 – δ and
La0.5Ca0.5FeO3 – δ with titanium and chromium,
respectively, led to a decrease in conductivity and an
increase in the activation energy (Fig. 4, Table 3). On
the other hand, for (La0.5Ca0.5)0.95Fe0.5Cr0.5O3 – δ, the
conductivity in air was 30–40 S/cm and did not
degrade in time (Fig. 5), Hence, this composition can
be considered as the potential cathode for SOFC.
RUSSIAN JOURNAL OF ELECTROCHEMISTRY
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Under changes in р(О2), the La0.5Са0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
composition behaved like manganites do under moderate variations in the oxygen content [8, 22, 53]. Its
conductivity changed insignificantly during initial
reduction and then decreased due to the formation of
a substantial number of oxygen vacancies and the
decrease in the number of holes which served as
charge carriers. At temperature below 1073 K, the
changes in the oxygen nonstoichiometry were insignificant, which allowed the conductivity to remain at a
constant level of 2–4 S/cm in a wide р(О2) interval
including the anodic conditions (Fig. 3a). As a result
of the more substantial oxygen losses, the reduction of
La0.5Ва0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ led to the appearance of the
n-type conductivity (Fig. 3b) typical of perovskites
with the high content of both titanium and the donating substituent. In particular, the authors of [54, 55]
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(а)
1.2

La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

0.8

0.4
1223 K
0

1173 K
1073 K
973 K

–1/4

–0.4
(b)

log σ [S/cm]

0.6
La0.5Ba0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3–δ

0.4

1223 K

0.2
–1/4

1173 K

+1/4

0

1.5

(c)

–R/4F

–200

La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
1223 K

1.0

–R/6F
α, μV/К

–300
0.5
–400

0
–0.5

–1/4
–500

–20

–15

–10
log p(O2) [atm]

–5

0

Fig. 3. Isotherms of specific conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient for ceramic samples of (a) La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ,
(b) La0.5Ba0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ, (c) La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ.

reported that oxides (La,Ca)(Cr,Ti)О3 – δ and
(La, Вa)(Cr, Ti)О3 – δ can exhibit р-conduction in oxidative media and n-conduction in reductive media
due to the presence of Cr4+/3+ and Ti4+/3+ redox pairs,
respectively. The increase in the contents of La and Ti
favors the reduction of Ti4+ and results in the shift of
the p–n transition to the region of high р(О2).

The higher level of oxygen nonstoichiometry of
La0.5Ва0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ resulted in the shift of the p‒n
transition to the still more oxidative region. As a result,
the substantial contribution of n-type conductivity was
observed at р(О2)<10–10 atm (Fig. 3c), being characterized by the slope close to –1/6 and –R/6F in the logσ
vs. logp(O2) and α vs. lnp(O2) coordinates, respectively.
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1

BaFe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ

0

log σ [S/cm]

–1

(b)
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1.4

1.0

(La0.5Ca0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ
(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95Cr0.7Fe0.3O3 – δ
(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95Cr0.6Fe0.4O3 – δ

0.6

La0.5Ca0.5FeO3 – δ
8
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104/T, K–1

14
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependences of the specific conductivity of ceramic samples for (a) La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ and
(b) (La0.5Са0.5)0.95Сr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ in air. For a comparison, the results of [14, 37] are shown.

The further reduction led to the appearance of a plateau in the interval р(О2) ≈ 10–16–10–15 atm; as р(О2)
decreased further, the conductivity and the Seebeck
coefficient continued to increase with the slope of –
1/4 and –R/4F in the aforementioned coordinates.
It should be mentioned that that at the reduction of
BaTi1 –хMnхО3 – δ, the slope of logn vs. logp(O2)
dependence, where n is the concentration of charge
carriers of the n-type, is –1/6 in the region of high and
low р(О2), increasing a little in the intermediate interval [56]. Such behavior was explained by the successive reduction of Mn4+ to Mn3+ and Mn2+. Taking into
RUSSIAN JOURNAL OF ELECTROCHEMISTRY

Vol. 52

account the principle of electroneutrality, the formation of Mn4+ or Fe4+ cations in perovskites
La0.5Ва0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ and La0.5Ва0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
is possible in the presence of cationic vacancies and/or
at disproportionation of Mn3+ and Fe3+ cations,
respectively. On the other hand, the introduction of
donating cations into titanates leads to the appearance
of an interval in which the concentration of charge
carriers is determined by the concentration of substituent, being practically independent of р(О2) [57]. The
data obtained for La0.5Ва0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ make it possible to assume that the observed behavior is deterNo. 7
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40
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0
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100
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Fig. 5. Time dependences of the specific conductivity for
(La0.5Са0.5)0.95Сr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ (р(О2) = 1.5× 10–5 atm)
and La0.5Са0.5FeO3 – δ (р(О2) = 0.21 atm) at 1223 K.

mined by the redox interactions between cations
Fe4+/3+/2+ and Ti4+/3+, and also oxygen and, probably,
cationic vacancies. For the analysis of the defective
structure, we need the information on nonstoichiometry of the materials involved; at the same time, it is
also necessary to take into account certain kinetic factors capable of distorting the observed behavior. Irrespective of the mechanism of electron transfer in the
tested materials, the acquired results suggest that the
conductivity level of 5–10 S/cm can be achieved at the
severe reduction of Ba-substituted LаMn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
and LаFe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ, and also at the low-temperature
kinetic stabilization of La0.5Са0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ.
The results of dilatometric measurements shown in
Fig. 6 and Table 4 indicate that the increase in the catTable 4. Thermal expansion coefficients of ceramic samples of La0.5A0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ (A = Ca, Ba),
La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ, and (La0.5Са0.5)0.95Fe0.5Сr0.5O3 – δ
in air
Material
La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

La0.5Ba0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

(La0.5Ca0.5)0.95Fe0.5Cr0.5O3 – δ

T, K

TEC × 106,
K–1

303–923
923–1223
1223–1373
303–923
923–1223
1223–1373
303–923
923–1223
1223–1373
303–923
923–1223
1223–1373

10.69 ± 0.01
13.01 ± 0.02
14.04 ± 0.06
11.39 ± 0.07
13.33 ± 0.02
14.33 ± 0.03
11.82 ± 0.01
13.26 ± 0.01
14.11 ± 0.02
10.87 ± 0.01
13.30 ± 0.03
15.20 ± 0.02

ΔL/L0 × 103

2

18
13

8

(b)
(La0.5Ca0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ
La0.5Ca0.5FeO3 – δ
(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95Cr0.6Fe0.4O3 – δ
La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ
Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

p(O2) = 0.21 atm

3

400

700
T, K

1000

1300

Fig. 6. Dilatometric curves measured in air for
(a) La0.5A0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ (A = Ca, Ba) and also
and
for (b) La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
(La0.5Са0.5)0.95Сr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ in the mode of permanent
cooling at a rate of 3 K/min. For a comparison, the results
of [14, 22, 37] are shown.

ionic radius of the dopant into А sublattice of
La0.5А0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ leads to the increase in the
thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) due to the larger
unit cell volume and the substantial contribution made
by the chemical component into the expansion for Basubstituted materials (Table 5). On the other hand, in
the temperature range of SOFC operation, the TEC
values do not exceed (13.0–13.5) 10–6 K–1, whereas the
chemical expansion is 0.1–0.2%, lying at the boundary of the acceptable range that ensures thermomechanical compatibility of the electrode with the other
SOFC components [57, 58].
Figure 7 shows the results of measuring the chemical expansion under isothermal conditions for certain
perovskites based on La1 – xAxFeO3. For undoped ferrites, the volume variations pass through the maximum at р(О2) ≈ 10–4–10–6 atm due to the formation of
domains with the ordered structure in the perovskite
lattice [47–50]. Despite the substantially lower extent
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of expansion, the similar behavior was observed for
La0.5Ва0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ, which allows one to assume
certain ordering in the material studied, although the
XRD data and the results of measuring the total conductivity do not allow us to give unambiguous answer
as regards the structural changes. The analogous
structural behavior was observed earlier for certain
titanium-doped ferrites [33, 59]. Yet another reason
for the observed maximum can be associated with the
action of the СО/СО2 atmosphere on the Ва-containing materials, which may induce the formation of an
insignificant amount of impurity phases in concentrations below the XRD detection limit and also affect
the reduction mechanism and, hence, its kinetics. It
deserves mention that at the subsequent equilibration
of the material in argon, the length of the sample was
partially recovered despite the appearance of a large
hysteresis.
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0.4

(L – Lair)/Lair, %

0.3
1223 K
0.2
La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
La0.5Ba0.5FeO3 – δ

0.1

La0.5Ca0.5FeO3 – δ
0
–12

Irrespective of the above processes, the presence of
chromium or titanium in La0.5Сa0.5FeO3 – δ or
La0.5Ba0.5FeO3 – δ substantially decreased their thermal and chemical expansion (Figs. 6b, 7); the TEC of
materials studied in the temperature range of SOFC
functioning was 13.3 × 10–6 K–1, whereas the maximum
linear change in the size of La0.5Ва0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
ceramics on isothermal redox cycling did not exceed
0.015%. Somewhat larger changes (0.02–0.03%) were
observed when the chemical expansion was measured
by yet another method which consisted of measuring
deviations in the relative elongation values at thermal
cycling of samples in various gas atmospheres (Table 5).
The reason for these deviations can be associated with
some kinetic factors as well as with the lower final
р(О2) in the latter case.

–8
–4
log p(O2) [atm]

0

Fig. 7. Isothermal dependences of the changes in the length
of ceramic samples based on La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ,
La0.5Ba0.5FeO3 – δ, and La0.5Сa0.5FeO3 – δ with respect
to their initial length in air on the partial oxygen pressure.

Materials based on La0.5А0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ exhibited
the close levels of flows regardless of the cation radius.
The weak effect of the cationic composition in the А
sublattice on the ion transfer was also reported for
(La, Sr)(Mn, Cr, Ti)O3 – δ and (La, Sr)(Mn, Ti)O3 – δ
perovskites [10, 22]. On the other hand, the higher level
of permeability was observed La0.5Ва0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ,
which points to the enhanced concentration of oxygen
vacancies involved in the ion-transfer and surface processes. This assumption is consistent with the substantial contribution of the n-type conductivity for the latter composition (Fig. 3c).

Figure 8a shows some examples of the temperature
dependences of oxygen flows for materials tested.

Table 5. Change in the relative elongation of ceramics La0.5A0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ (A = Ca, Ba) and La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
at isothermal reduction in the mixture СО–СО2 (р(О2) = 10–21–10–15 atm)
(L – Lair)/Lair × 103
T, K
La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

La0.5Ba0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

1223

0.74

1.76

–0.26

1173

0.72

1.77

–0.28

1123

0.73

1.80

–0.25

1073

0.74

1.90

–0.31

1023

0.76

2.00

–0.32

973

0.82

2.00

–0.32
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Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
La0.5Sr0.5Fe0.9Ti0.1O3 – δ

–8

–9

La0.5Ba0.5FeO3 – δ
SrMn0.5Nb0.5O3 – δ

(La0.5Ca0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ
La0.5Ba0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

–10

La0.5Ba0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
(La0.55Sr0.45)0.95Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ

(b)
BaFe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
CaFe0.5Al0.5O3 – δ

–2
–3

(c)

11

La0.33Sr0.67Fe0.67Cr0.33O3 – δ
(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95Cr0.5Mn0.5O3 – δ

10

Sr0.3Ce0.7Mn0.9Al0.1O3 – δ

9
(La50.75Sr0.5)0.95Cr0.85Mg0.1Ni0.05O3 – δ
La0.9Sr0.1Fe0.9Ni0.1O3 – δ

8

(
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log σ0 [S cm–1]
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log p2/p1
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Fig. 8. (a) Temperature dependences of the specific oxygen
flow through gas-tight membranes (d = 1.00 mm) at the
fixed drop of partial oxygen pressure p2/p1 = 1.0. Temperature dependences of (b) ionic conductivity and (c) the sum
of reciprocal constants of surface exchange, calculated in
the framework of a model described in [41], at р(О2) =
0.21 atm. For a comparison, the results of [8, 22, 27, 41,
60–62] are shown.

The decrease in the thickness of a membrane based
on La0.5Ва0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ leads to an increase the
oxygen flow through the membrane and a decrease in
the corresponding specific oxygen permeability
(Figs. 9a, 9b). Such behavior suggests the comparable
contributions by the limiting stages associated with the
bulk diffusion of oxygen and the surface effects. To
assess quantitatively the above processes, we used the
model described in [41, 60]; the results of calculations
are shown in Figs. 8b, 8c, and 10. The ionic conductivity of La0.5Ва0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ was 10–4 S/cm and
somewhat increased with the increase in the gradient

Fig. 9. Isothermal dependences of (a, c) specific oxygen
flow and (b) specific oxygen permeability through gastight membranes of (a, b) La0.5Ba0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ and
(c) (La0.5Са0.5)0.95Сr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ with the thickness of
1.00 mm and 0.60 mm. The partial oxygen pressure on the
fed side of the membrane (р2) is 0.21 atm.

of partial oxygen pressure through the membrane
(Fig. 10a) due to the formation of oxygen vacancies on
reduction.
According to Fig. 9c, the decrease in the thickness
of the (La0.5Са0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ membrane from
1.0 to 0.6 mm affects only weakly the oxygen flows
through membrane, which suggests the relatively slow
surface kinetics. The ionic conductivity of the material
was 10–2 S/cm, which allowed for the extension of the
zone of electrochemical processes on SOFC electrodes; however, account should be taken on the
large error of determination of this parameter due to
the closeness of f lows for membranes with different
thickness.
Figures 8b and 8c compare the temperature dependences of the ionic conductivity and the sum of recipro-
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–3.0
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1173 K
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log k1−1 + k 2−1 ⎡⎣ mol −1 s cm 2 ⎤⎦

–4.5
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9.2
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(

8.4
8.0
0.3

0.5

0.7
log p2/p1

0.9

1.1

Fig. 10. Isothermal dependences of (a) conductivity and
(b) the sum of reciprocal constants of surface exchange
found within the framework of a model described in [41]
on the drop of partial oxygen pressure for ceramic membranes (a) La0.5Ba0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ and (a, b)
(La0.5Са0.5)0.95Сr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ.

cal rate constants of surface exchange for materials under
study with the literature data [8, 22, 27, 41, 60–62]. The
corresponding activation energies are close to one
another for both La0.5Ва0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ and
(La0.5Са0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ (210 an 185 kJ/mol,
respectively), which suggests the substantial role
played by ionic diffusion in the surface processes of
both materials. Like the total conductivity, the ionic
conductivity of (La0.5Са0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ is somewhat lower as compared with certain other ferrites;
however, moderate substitution of chromium for iron
makes it possible to stabilize to a certain extent
the perovskite phase and also decrease the TEC to the
acceptable level. Thus, the materials of the
(La0.5Са0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ composition can serve as
electrodes in symmetrical SOFC.
CONCLUSIONS
Perovskites
with
the
composition
of
La0.5Са0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ, La0.5Ва0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ,
La0.5Ва0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ, and (La0.5Са0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ
exhibit sufficient phase stability under oxidative and
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reductive conditions. La0.5Са0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ and
La0.5Ва0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ are chemically inactive with
respect to the 8YSZ solid electrolyte up to 1673 K,
although certain changes in unit cell parameters point
to the interdiffusion of cations between phases. The
joint annealing of La0.5Ва0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ with 8YSZ
leads to the formation of the BaZrO3, which can affect
the efficiency and the service life of the corresponding
electrochemical cell. As regard its total conductivity,
La0.5Са0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ exhibits the properties typical of the electronic conductor of the р-type, whereas
for Ba-substituted perovskites, a substantial contribution of n-conductivity is observed under reductive
conditions. The conductivity of La0.5Ва0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ
and La0.5Ва0.5Fe0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ at 1223 K, and also of
La0.5Са0.5Mn0.5Ti0.5O3 – δ under the conditions of lowtemperature stabilization in the reductive media
amounts to 3–5 S/cm. The TEC of materials in the
working zone of SOFC is (13.0–13.5)× 10–6 K–1. The
linear chemical expansion under isothermal conditions increases with the increase in the ionic radius of
the dopant into the perozskite А sublattice but does
not exceed 0.2%. The oxygen permeability of membranes is substantially limited by surface effects which,
in turn, are determined by the diffusion rate of oxygen
vacancies to the surface. The results acquired point to
the possibility of using these perovskites as the electrodes in symmetrical SOFC, provided their electronic conductivity under reductive conditions can be
made higher. The additional advantage of the material
based on (La0.5Са0.5)0.95Cr0.5Fe0.5O3 – δ is its relatively
high ionic conductivity equal to ~10–2 S/cm, which
may favor the extension of the zone of occurrence of
electrochemical processes.
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